
Iwas never particularly interested in family history as a
child. I suppose I felt I didn’t have to pay attention on

the “begats” because there would always be older relatives
to explain them to me. The Elders, as my cousins and I
called them, held the history of our family and could be
counted on to answer any questions of relationships. In

fact I seem to remember that my Aunt Ruth Jacobson couldn’t tell a story
without a five-minute genealogical prologue — rich history that I am abashed,
Dear Reader, to admit I usually tuned out.

And now I am one of those Elders, part of the Perth Amboy diaspora that
has physically left the town but whose roots remain. For many of us, our
synagogue and the cemeteries have been the physical embodiments of that
attachment. And now that Shaarey Tefiloh has closed its doors many of us are
feeling particularly reflective — and maybe even a little bereft.

I know I’m not unique in this. Even before the building was sold many
people had begun asking for their family members’ bronze memorial plaques.
It became clear that most people wanted them because they represented a
visible and tangible connection to our pasts — a way to honor and remember
loved ones and to remember their Yahrzeit dates. It’s been an enormous job to
catalog and disseminate the list of these plaques, but we are pleased to contact
and assist families and to organize, sort, and distribute the plaques.

While working on the “Plaque Project” we’ve ended up learning more
about Perth Amboy Jewish genealogy than any of us knew, and frequently
more about our individual family histories as well. In the course of
coordinating which family members want whose plaques, many of us have
had an opportunity to contact siblings, cousins, and friends — to reminisce

about the people whose names are on the plaques
and our connections to them. My cousins and I
enjoyed the chance to compare happy memories of
grandparents and great aunts and uncles we hadn’t
thought about in many years, and we plugged holes
in our knowledge of our family tree.

While the plaques are a mobile and convenient
way to remember family, our cemeteries are even
more important as a connection to our lineages. We
honor our ancestors by visiting and by assuring that
the cemeteries have sufficient funds to be
maintained in a dignified manner --- assurances
that can’t continue without your financial
contributions. As we assist Congregation Shaarey
Tefiloh in distributing plaques throughout the US
and world (including England, Israel, Australia, and
other international locations), please remember the
need to provide continuing support for our
ancestors’ final resting places, and donate from your
hearts.

Norma Jacobson Messing

Vice-President’s Message
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CEMETERY 
TOURS

Our Cemetery Tours continue to provide a special
opportunity for us to honor and remember our loved
ones together, and we hope you will be able to join us
for one or more of these. These tours have also
provided many attendees with opportunities to meet
friends and relatives, connect with their pasts,
explore family genealogy, locate graves of special
interest, understand cemetery art and traditions, and
learn about the fascinating history of our community.

All tours begin at noon at the Hebrew Fraternity
Cemetery entry gate on New Brunswick Avenue in
Hopelawn.  After visiting the Hebrew Fraternity
Cemetery, we will drive to the Congregation Shaarey
Tefiloh Cemetery and the Congregation Beth
Mordecai Cemetery on Florida Grove Road.  WEAR
VERY COMFORTABLE CLOTHES AND SHOES –
appropriate for standing and walking outdoors for 2
hours, and please wear a head cover too.  All tours are
followed by an optional visit to a local, casual
restaurant for continued socializing with old friends.

Although all tours are free, advance registration is
recommended so that we can notify you of any
weather-related cancellations and can locate any
family graves of special interest to you.  If you can’t
visit in person, we will be glad to visit for you and
will place stones on the graves for you too.  

Please contact us for more information through our
Web site at www.friendsofjewishcemeteries.org, by 
e-mail to FPMCJC@gmail.com, or by phone at 
856-222-1418.  Check our Website frequently for
more information about the tours, including any
schedule changes.

2015 CEMETERY TOURS
have been scheduled on the 

following Sundays:

    •  May 10 (Mother’s Day)
    •  June 21 (Father’s Day)
    •  September 20 (between Rosh

Hashanah and Yom Kippur)

Congregation Shaarey
Tefiloh Cemetery in Perth
Amboy, NJ

Hebrew Fraternity Cemetery
in Hopelawn, NJ
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Perth Amboy’s Jewish 
Community – History, 

Memories, Tribute
Book Available for sale

Perth Amboy’s Jewish Commu-
nity: History, Memories, Tribute
has been available for sale since
December 2012. The book is
an elegant 9x12 coffee-table
book that presents the com-
plete and accurate history of
the Perth Amboy Jewish
Community — with many
photos, stories, tributes, and
memories. According to the
book’s authors, it was writ-
ten “to honor our ancestors
and to provide a lasting record for our descendants.”
Many recent book orders have been from people who ini-
tially purchased books for themselves and now want books
for their children and grandchildren so they can appreciate
their Perth Amboy legacy. To purchase the book — while
supplies last — send your request for an order form to 
PAJewishBook@aol.com or call 856-222-1418.

2014 ANNUAL HONOR ROLL 
We gratefully acknowledge the generosity of the following donors, each of whom contributed 

at least $1,000.00 to our organization during calendar year 2014:

$1000+
Martin Clawans
B. Harrison and Phyllis Frankel

Norma Jacobson Messing
Jennie Parnes Miller

Mona Shangold
Blanche and Neil Sosland

Bonnie Messing, Robin Messing, and Susan Messing 
on behalf of the Morris and Helen Messing Family Charitable Fund

Abe Greenhouse, Barbara Spector Eisner, Shep Sewitch,
Mona Shangold, Vevy Sewitch

Board members (front row L-R): Mona Shangold, Daniel
Chazin, Norma Jacobson Messing; (back row L-R): Gary
Shangold, Barry Rosengarten, Shep Sewitch, Bardin Levavy

Daniel Chazin, David Greenhouse, Jeannie Pavlovsky
Castells, Sheldon Cheuse, Sara Greenhouse
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The following list includes all donations received and processed between October 4, 2014 and March 1, 2015. All
donations received prior to October 4, 2014 were listed in previous issues of THE ETERNAL VINE. All donations
received after March 1, 2015 will be listed in the next issue of THE ETERNAL VINE. We gratefully acknowledge
generous donations from the following individuals:

Art Aneckstein
Robert Arky
Larry Benjamin – in memory of Rose and

Al Benjamin, Mary and Max Benjamin,
and Hilda and Henry Falk

Samuel Bergner
Ronald and Roni Berkowitz
Esther Parnes Boaro – in memory of Mr.

and Mrs. J. Parnes
Rachel and Jason Borofsky – in memory 

of Frances Perlin
Judy Margaretten Bronston – in honor 

of all who do such good work
Ruth Bronston
Mark Chazin – in memory of Cantor 

H. L. Chazin
Rita Ruderman Chazin
Martin Clawans
Betty Margaretten Cohen – in memory 

of Pauline and Morris Margaretten and
Lena Avchen

Mark Cohen
Rabbi Michael Cohen and Alison Hill
Sandra and Arthur Cohen
Stanley Cohen – in memory of Bernard 

and Ida Cohen
Warren Deutsch
Drucker, Math & Whitman
Carl Fields
Sheldon and Barbara Freidenreich
Anita Alper Fricklas
Bernard and Zalma Gelber – in memory 

of the Alberts, Brodys, and Gelbers
Charlotte Gold
Marilyn Millet Goldberg
Vivian Goldfarb – in memory of Manny

and Ira Goldfarb
Brian and Maxine Goldsmith
Neal Golub – in memory of Esther Golub
Sheldon Golub
Marlene Gordon – in memory of Jennie

Berkowitz Turshen
Annellen and Murray Guth – in memory 

of Ilene Rosenberg; in memory of Eleanor
Gould

Anita and Franklin Hannoch – in memory
of all dear ones

Charney Herst – in memory of Helene
Herst Bixler

Gordon and Barbara Hodas

Geri and Mike Kaplan
Howard Kaufman
Rhena and Steven Kelsen
Marlene Glaser Kimball
Elizabeth Kirnie – in memory of Rabbi

Jesaia David Jurman
Marvin Klein
Robert Klein
Jacob Kohn – in memory of Paul A. Kohn,

Ethel Roseff, and Allen D. Kohn
Helene Korb Kogos and Ronald R. Kogos –

in memory of Cora and Abe Korb and
Emily Korb

Robert Korb – in memory of Emily Korb
Anita Krentar – in memory of Zelda

Belafsky
Howard Kroop
Shirley Jacobson Laiks – in memory of

Nathan Witkin
Charlotte Levitan – in memory of Jacob

and Mary Goldfarb Newmark
Roz Levine – in memory of Samuel and

Goldie Gelfand, Abraham and Dorothy
Levine, and Jules Levine

Diana Levy – in memory of Abraham and
Dora Axelrod

Lee Livingston
Merle Kaplowitz LoNano – in memory of

Betty, Leo, and Barry Kaplowitz
Bonnie Messing, Robin Messing, and
Susan Messing on behalf of the Morris
and Helen Messing Family Charitable
Fund – in honor of their mom, Norma
Messing, and in loving memory of their
grandparents, great aunts and great
uncles of the Jacobson and Krafchik
families

Norma Jacobson Messing
Lee Metzendorf
Arlene and Seymour Miller – in memory of

their parents, the Millers and the
Wedeens

Rose Fuchs Miller – in memory of Joseph
Miller

Rabbi and Mrs. Julius Parnes
Ann Lonky Preminger – in memory of her

loved ones
Anita Fuchs Price – in memory of Minnie

and Leon Fuchs
Rissa and Michael Ratner

Marcia Robinson Metzger
Carol Levine Roberts
Carol Roth – in memory of Elizabeth Gast;

in memory of Eleanor Gould
Marilyn Rosenberg Roth – in memory of

Bertha and Joseph Rosenberg and
Bernard Ross

Martha Rothman
Emily and Lou Rubinfield – in memory of

Ruth Jacobson Harris
Leo Sacarny
Hannah Miller Sarnoff – in memory of the

Miller and Levinson Families
Elaine Toborowsky Schneiderman – in

memory of Carl and Elizabeth Toborowsky
Gary and Nona Schwartz
Vevy Sewitch – in memory of Bette Sinett
Mona Shangold – in memory of Harriet

and Jack Shangold; in honor of the
marriage of Rebecca Parnes Singer and
Milan Zahorcak; in memory of Paul
Levine

The Family of Harold Sher – in memory of
Harold Sher

Jay Sher
Samuel Silverman
Rebecca Parnes Singer – in memory of

David L. Parnes and Bruce A. Singer
Sylvia Sinett
Zelda and Irwin Snyder – in memory of the

Deutsch and Kaplowitz Families
Blanche and Neil Sosland
Gloria Spira
Marcia Weinstein Stern – in memory of

Paul Levine
Murray Toborowsky – in memory of the

Toborowsky and Sher Families
Jane and Stewart Weinstein – in memory of

Matt and Frances Perlin
Arnold Weiss
Robert Weiss
Jill Weitzen – in memory of Clifford D.

Weitzen
Mitzi Weitzen – in memory of Clifford

Weitzen and Joan Sewitch
Beryl Toborowsky Wild – in memory of the

Sher and Toborowsky Families
Les Wurtzel – in memory of Ruth and

Charles Wurtzel
Stanley and Joanne Zimmerman
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REQUESTING SHAAREY TEFILOH MEMORIAL PLAQUES
C o n g r e g a t i o n
Shaarey Tefiloh con-
sidered many relo-
cation options for its
memorial plaques
and those it inher-
ited from Congrega-
tion Beth Israel
(“little shul”), and
— with strong en-
couragement and
requests from many
family members —
the synagogue lead-
ers decided to re-
turn individual
memorial plaques to family members requesting them
— a plan that will allow family members to honor and remem-
ber their loved ones by selecting the best future location for
their plaques.  

These memorial plaques were donated to the synagogue by the
families of the deceased to serve as a remembrance of their
lives and to record publicly their Yahrzeit dates. Each plaque
contains the Hebrew and English name of the deceased and
the Hebrew and English dates of death. Since these plaques are
of historical and genealogical importance, a digital image of
each plaque will be retained for genealogical records. 

It has taken considerable time to organize the plaques, since

there are more than
1,300 individual
plaques in several lo-
cations — some
mounted on large
memorial boards
and others un-
mounted. We offered
to help in this daunt-
ing project — con-
tacting family
members, organizing
the plaques, photo-
graphing the plaques,
and preparing them
for distribution to

family members requesting them.

If you are interested in obtaining the plaques of your family
members — and if you haven’t already sent us your request —
please contact us by email (FPMCJC@gmail.com) or phone
(732-826-2977) to request a list of plaque names and to obtain
a request form. If you have already sent us your request for
specific plaques, we will contact you when your plaques are
ready for pick-up or mailing. There is no charge for the plaques
if you (or your designated agent) can pick them up. If no one
can pick up your plaques, you will be charged to cover the costs
of mailing them to you. All details will be sent upon request.
We thank you for your patience as we try to accomplish this
task as efficiently as possible.
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